DELAWARE VALLEY FIELDSTONE

The classic colors and textures of gathered fieldstone.

Delaware Valley Fieldstone is the right choice for creating an overall soft rich gray or brown facade, depending on your preference and design requirements.
Type: A blend of sandstone fieldstone with cut and uncut faces.
Color: A pleasing variety of midrange colors: grey, salmon, red-brown, light brown and buff.
Shape: Rubble only.
Size: Faces from ¾ sq. ft. to 1½ sq. ft.
Coverage: 4-6” veneers—30-35 sq. ft. per ton
8” veneer—25-30 sq. ft. per ton

- Larger facings may be available, depending on the run of material.
- Exact coverage depends on building design and masonry techniques.
- Colors can be custom-blended to meet individual requirements, for example, to match existing stonework. However, as a naturally occurring property of the stone, color will vary.
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